
Georges Lane
£249,995

New on the market and exclusive to Chestertons is this delightful larger than average studio apartment located in the heart of
town. Occupying the top floor of this city center building, this perfectly formed home is a wonderful turn-key pad for those
looking for a Gibraltar base or the first rung on the property ladder. The current configuration boasts a large bright lounge with
direct access to a pleasant external terrace, separate mezzanine bed area, shower room and large kitchen/dining area. Other
features include air-conditioning, wall mounted intercom and wood laminate flooring. Furthermore, the lease of this apartment
comes with ownership of the roof with the possibility to further extended upwards, making this a savvy investment for those
wishing to apply for the correct planning and building permits. Viewing highly recommended.
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Georges Lane

Internal 60 sq m (including mezzanine)
External 12 sq m
Service charges £200 pa 
Rates TBC

• Large studio apartment • Immaculately presented

• External terrace • Separate bed area

• City center location • Development potential
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Additional information

1 bed 1 bath



Hallway terrace creating a lovely bright space.
The kitchen boasts ample wall and floor
mounted blue cabinets with a white
work surface and white tile backsplash
and further benefits from a Zanussi oven
and hob, Indesit washing machine and
Fagor fridge freezer.

Shower Room
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You enter the property into a small
hallway with stairs ascending to the
main living space. The hallway benefits
from wood laminate flooring and
natural light gained from the white uPvc
window. At the top of the stairs you
navigate to the living area on the right
or to the bed area which sits at the top
of another small set of steps.

Lounge

This is a large bright room with dual
aspect windows and direct access to the
external terrace via a glass door. The
ambiance is one of space with high
ceilings, recessed lighting and a large
central ceiling fan. The room boasts
wood laminate flooring and inbuilt
storage furniture and has neutral décor.
It is a large and versatile space that
could easily be remodeled.

Kitchen/Diner

Generous kitchen and dining space
benefitting from a wall of South facing
windows and West facing glass double
doors that lead onto the external

Fagor fridge freezer.
The whole space boasts wood laminate
flooring and recessed lighting.

Terrace

Accessed from both the dining and
lounge areas, this charming terrace
benefits from both cityscape vistas and
partial sea views.
With enough space for external lounging
furniture and BBQ facilities this is the
perfect spot to enjoy those long
Gibraltar summer months.

Bed Mezzanine

The bed mezzanine is a small area with
space enough for a double bed and
small bedside ledge for personal items.
The mezzanine benefits from a roof
light making it a bright and comfortable
space with the added bonus of an air-
conditioning unit serving area.

The shower room is fully tiled with a
white tile to the walls and an aqua
mosaic style tile to the floor. The suite
consists of white toilet, opaque glass
sink surround with stainless steel bowl
and corner shower with sliding doors.
The room further benefits from recessed
lights and extractor fan.

Additional Information
Internal 60 sq m (including mezzanine)
External 12 sq m
Service charges £200 pa 
Rates TBC



Georges Lane

These particulars are produced in good faith, are set out as a general guide only and do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. All
statements contained in these particulars are believed to be correct, but any intending purchasers or tenants should not rely on them as
statements or representations of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of them
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